THREE PERFECT DAYS

Costa Rica

Where you can get a macaw’s eye view of the rainforest in Mistico Arenal Hanging Bridges Park
FAIRFIELD BY MARRIOTT
SAN JOSE AIRPORT ALAJUELA
Radial Francisco J. Orlich Plaza, Alajuela, Costa Rica

Experience warm hospitality and plenty of comfort at a convenient location near SJO Airport. Enjoy the convenience of a complimentary airport shuttle so you can arrive refreshed for an important meeting—you can host business meetings in any of the three event spaces—or ready to explore the local scene. A healthy, in-room breakfast is included and features waffles, scones, hot breakfast sandwiches, or make-your-own yogurt bowls.

MARRIOTT.COM

MIRACLE AT SOUTHERNSIDE
25 Delano Dr., Greenville, South Carolina

Want to get in the holiday spirit? Visit Miracle at Southernside, a Christmas-themed pop-up bar and winter wonderland returning to Southernside Brewing Co. for the second year. Take in the festive setting (think holiday songs, life-sized Santas, vintage garlands, and animatronic reindeer) and indulge in exclusive holiday cocktails like the popular Christmapolitan, as well as new additions such as Rudolph’s Replacement and Marshmallows & Unicorns, which are served in merrymaking mugs. The fun lasts through December 31.

SOUTHERNSIDEBREWING.COM

PERRY LANE HOTEL
Perry Lane Hotel, A Luxury Collection Hotel, the premier destination for travelers looking for unparalleled luxury and unforgettable experiences.

#1 Hotel in the U.S. by Trip Advisor & #1 in Savannah, GA by Travel + Leisure. To celebrate these accolades Perry Lane Hotel & Hemispheres are offering a giveaway! Roundtrip Airfare, 4 nights at Perry Lane, and food and beverage for each day.

GIVEAWAY
Scan the QR code or follow us on social media for details on how to enter.
@perrylanehotel | @hemispheresforunited

Applicable only to domestic and economy flights, excluding Hawaii.